H-PILE REPAIR SYSTEM

PILECAP, Inc. offers the strongest structural and corrosion repair in the marine industry for application on H-piling. Over a period of years of on-site research and development, along with the most up to date technology, PILECAP has developed a method of re-sectioning piling that would otherwise require total replacement. With this system, the damaged portion of piling is removed and replaced. By utilizing PILECAP’s patented Friction Coupler System the new sections of piling are connected to the existing without any loss of integrity.

When transferring the load to the structural jacket, this system fully restores the load bearing integrity of an existing pile. In doing so, PILECAP’s H-Pile System proves to be a cost effective alternative to driving a new pile. The PILECAP H-Pile System adds less weight to the piling and surpasses conventional repair methods with respect to longevity and durability in comparison to the older, outdated piling repair methods. The patented PILECAP Friction Coupler System is the only system able to fully restore the structural integrity of an existing pile.

If you have any further questions contact PILECAP Inc. at (913) 948-8340 or visit our website at www.Pilecapinc.com.

*The PILECOAT System has been tested to a 75+ year serviceability. US Patent No. 6,561,736 BI